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Awakened Citizen Programme
A Report
“Education is the manifestation of perfection already in man.”
The ACP programme is a unique value education programme for children of the
secondary level which aims to manifest moral values in each and every citizen of the
country. The programme is a powerful media to harness the infinite potential within
an individual. The 2 day workshop to this new approach to value education under the
‘Awakened Citizen Programme’ was attended by Ms. Smruti Palo (TGT) and Ms.
Suneela jyotsna (TGT) at BBSR. They are to impart the programme at the school level
as facilitators and guide the students to explore the power within
The programme was implemented in the school from the month of April 2017
First a meeting was held with the honourable principal madam Dr. D Vijaya in the 2 nd
week of April. An elaborate schedule was chalked out for the conduct of the 16
sessions of the programme , which was spread out throughout the academic year
2017-18 .

K.V.MALKAPURAM
Schedule of ACP Programme
1

20.4.17

Introductory class to ACP programme

2

24.4.17

Module-1

3

14.7.17

Module-2

4

01.8.17

Module-3

Being Heroic

5

22.8.17

Module-4

Expanding Myself

6

12.9.17

Module-5

Living in Harmony

7

15.9.17

Module-6

Seeking Perfection.

8

6.10.17

Module-7

Recognizing the sacred.

9

24.10.17

Module-8

Being a truth-seeker

10

27.10.17

Module-9

11

14.11.17

Module-10

Summary
of
our
universal
possibilities.
Adapting to the environment

12

17.11.17

Module-11

Expressing myself.

13

5.12.17

Module-12

Creating Value.

14

8.12.17

Module-13

15

5.12.17

Module-14

16

23.01.18

Module-15

17

26.01.18

Module-16

Working
with
collective
intelligence.
Developing Solutions to
Complex social challenges.
Expanding the limits of human
knowledge
Summary of our unique
Possibilities.

Developing faith in our infinite
possibilities.
The Human Possibilities open to
us.

Report on Module-1
Date-

: 24 April 2017.

Venue-

: k.v.Malkapuram.

Conducted by-

: Ms.Smruti Palo (TGT)
: Ms.Suneela jyotsan TGT)

Attended by

: Students of class 7 (118 Students)

An interactive and information session was conducted on 24 April 2017 under the .
‘Awakened Citizen Programme’ for the students of class-7. Module-1 emphasized the
need
to explore the universal possibilities.

This session contains modules related to infinite faith,strength and power within
us.when
We consciously develop or manifest our infinite possibilities within, the more
faith,strength
And power we develop in ourselves.

The students correlated their real life situation with the example provided. The
wonderful
Interactive communication during the session gave an insight to the students to realize
the power within themselves which would help them to face challenges with positivity
and confidence.

Report on Module-2
AWAKENED CITIZEN PROGRAME
DATE

-

7 July, 2017

VENUE

-

KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA, MALKAPURAM

Conducted by

-

Ms. Smruti Palo (TGT)
Mrs. Suneela jyotsna (TGT)

Attended by

-

Students of class VII (118 Students)

An interactive and informative session was conducted on 7 July,
2017 under the programme ‘Awakened Citizen Programme’ for the
students of class – VII. Module 2 emphasizes the need to explore the
infinitive power in a person which if nurtured would yield wonderful
results.
The session is a continuation of module 1, which is related to infinite
faith, strength and power within us. It makes one believe that
everyone is equal in their strength, power and capability and only
requirement is to believe that ‘I CAN’ , when a tender mind
consciously develops our infinite possibilities with the faith that
he/she CAN do, it would help them to develop confidence to start
any new venture.
The students correlated their real life situation with the examples
provided. This wonderful interactive session helped students learn
possibilities of life, it gave an insight to realize the universal
possibilities they have within themselves which would help them to
face challenges of life with Positive attitude and Confidence.

Report on Module-3
Being Heroic
DATE

-

1 August, 2017

VENUE

-

KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA, MALKAPURAM

Conducted by

-

Ms. Smruti Palo (TGT)
Mrs. Suneela jyotsna (TGT)

Attended by

-

Students of class VII (118 Students)

Module -3 deals with the concept of being heroic. It emphasizes on how one
can do heroic deeds in their day to day life. How the heroic spirit within the
child can be awakened in our daily life.
The children are exposed to examples of great personalities who made a mark
in the society through their heroic deeds.
There are four ways in which they can awaken the universal possibility of being
heroic-facing challenges courageously, acting with honesty and integrity,
keeping the promises we make and choosing to obey. In the group discussion
the students are encouraged to come out with different perspectives of their
own opinion.
In the last segment of this module the student are exposed to examples of
great
Pessonalities. The objective of this unit is to glorify heroism through some
examples of real – life heroes. This shows physical courage, intellectual
courage, moral courage, obedience, overcoming challenges and dream big
which are the different aspect of heroism.
The session concludes with a quick quiz to test their thoughts of being heroic

